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Škoda Velotour breaks next record and aims for the 10,000 mark 
 
The Škoda Velotour goes from record to record. Last year, the starting places had to be limited for the 
first time in the race's history. The new record of 8000 participants was quickly reached and the race 
was fully booked. This record is now also history. More starters have already registered for May 1 than 
ever before. The countdown for the last places is now underway. 
 
The Škoda Velotour has developed into one of the largest and most popular hobby bike races in Germany. 
"6000 - 8000 - 10000" sums up the record growth of the last three years. For 2024, the capacity has been 
increased to 10,000 starting places in order to meet the cycling boom and the high demand. 
 
The countdown to the remaining places has now begun! Just over 1500 registrations are still possible. If 
you are not yet there, you need to book your starting place at eschborn-frankfurt.de quickly. The current 
rate level ends on Sunday (March 31). Many athletes are taking advantage of this week, booking at a very 
good price. 
 
Choose from three routes for May 1st 
The Škoda Velotour Taunus Classic offers the pure cycling classic experience. At 104 kilometers, it is the 
long distance and leads over the Feldberg and the Mammolshainer Stich – the two Taunus icons from the 
professional race. It is the most popular route among amateur athletes. 
 
The 92-kilometre Taunus Express circuit is slightly shorter and does not include the detour to 
Mammolshain. As in previous years, the time on both distances will once again be measured on the ascent 
of the Feldberg to crown the Tissot Mountain King and Mountain Queen. 
 
Those who prefer a flat route or are looking for a race start with few challenges can opt for the Skyline 
route. It leads over 40 flat kilometers from Eschborn to Frankfurt city centre and back. 
 
The following applies to all routes: the roads belong entirely to the Škoda Velotour participants, as the 
course is completely closed off.  


